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DAZLYN
DELAROSA

• So here we have a lot of stuff going on. So first we have the 

dress that wasn’t really that hard to make, besides the 

cutting. It was made out of an unknown fabric material from 

its original form. The dress has pink flowers if you look 

close enough and the back is a little longer than the front 

which unintentionally looked awesome. The bow tie was 

also made from old cloth. It was about 3 feet of length and 

gave me a hard time to tie the bow part of it. Moving onto 

the jacket, (ok mostly everything was made from partly the 

same material but came out great!) I had to look up how to 

make a jacket out of this piece because I had no clue what 

to do and it really did help, but the jacket is a bit uneven (it 

is weird, but I am proud of that part). I like that because it 

makes it look like I made it out of recyclable things which I 

did that’s why I like the uneven part of it. Lastly, the gloves. 

These gloves were made from sleeves from a large white t-

shirt that my mom allowed me to cu  and were not very 

hard to do. And that is FASHION-TRASHION!!!



DIANA TORRES

• These pants were made from a garage bag. I cut 

the bag to the right size, then I sewed the bag 

together to make pants.



REBECA 
OPORTO 

• The things I used for my outfit are: 2 plastic bags, pink 

and burgundy nail polish , three 

bottle caps, tape, scissors, a toilet paper 

roll, 5 heart stickers that I took out from a product 

from micro, an old piece of a key chain, and an old 

scholastic paper.


